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At the heart of mu-sic

At the heart of mu-sic lies

wonder, awe, pas-sion, love, a jour-ney with-in takes us to

places we've not been.

Heart, heart,

Heart at the heart of mu-sic lies
heart, heart, Heart, at the heart, heart, Heart, at the

wonder, awe, passion, love, a journey within takes us to

heart of music.

places we've not known.

Heart, heart, at the heart of
music. Soaring, reaching, always

to unknown destinations. Soaring, reaching
sink-ing, sigh-ing, dy-ing, dy-ing,
soar-ing, reach-ing, sink-ing, sigh-ing
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Soaring, reaching, sinking, sighing,

Faster

But just for a while.

Dying, dying but just for a while.

Sighing, dying but just for a while.

Rall.

Slower

Life without music is not life.
Music without life is not music.

Life without music is not life.

Very slow \( \frac{1}{60} \)  

Tempo Primo (sop.'s only)

The heart is the key. The heart pulls us through.

The altos brings us up leads us towards truth.
At the heart of music lies hope and courage,
and meaning, and heart.
The heart pulls us through,
brings us up, leads us toward truth.
At the heart of music

Slow

Slower

At the heart

faster